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Lead Unit

Example Objective A:A:A: Ensure 100%
participation in orientation for incoming freshman

Enrollment
Management
and Student
Affairs (EMSA)

Completed

In
Current Status as of
Not Started
Progress
4/2014

X

New Goals for
2014-15 Planning
Discussion

Comments & Name

Begin - Fall 2013

Priority/Theme 1: Provide Civic Leadership Through Partnerships: Lead as civic partner, deepen our engagement as a critical community asset, demonstrate leadership in regional innovation and serve as an anchor institution
in the Metro area.
Priority/Theme 2: Improve Student Success: Ensure a student experience that results in higher graduation rates, retention, satisfaction, and engagement.
Priority/Theme 3: Achieve Global Excellence: Distinguish the institution nationally and internationally through the accomplishments of its faculty, the reputation of its academic and research programs and the preparation of
its students for a diverse and global economy.
Priority/Theme 4: Enhance Educational Opportunity: Ease the transition and create more effective pathways for students to move from K-12 to higher education.
Priority/Theme 5: Expnad Resources and Improve Effectiveness: Expand resources in each of the funding streams (state, private, business partnerships, research, and tuition) manage resources effectively, engage employees,
and match investments to strategic priorities.

Priority/Theme 1: Provide Civic Leadership Through Partnerships: Lead as civic partner, deepen our engagement as a critical community asset, demonstrate leadership
in regional innovation and serve as an anchor institution in the Metro area.
GOAL 1.1: Assume a leadership role in partnering
with business, governments and community
organizations to identify, develop and implement
innovative solutions to societal challenges, with a
focus on those of particular concern to the urban
area.

1.1.1 Enhance effectiveness of university
partnerships by inventorying existing partnerships;
clarifying relationship between Center for
Academic Excellence and Partnerships and Office
of Strategic Partnerships; and establishing process
and criteria for selecting or initiating future
university-wide strategic partnerships

Research &
Strategic
Partnerships
(RSP)

Research &
Strategic
Partnerships
(RSP)

Possible Metrics: By
2015, PSU will have 2
more members of the
National Academy
either hired or
elected and 1 more
federal center level
grant (like PSU's
current IGERT). (Jon)

X

X

With the completion of the
new Strategic Partnerships
website (http://www.pdx.
edu/partnerships/) the
inventory is current. OAI
(replaces CAE) and SP are
still clarifying relationship,
but with the advent of the
Partnership Council (http:
//www.pdx.
edu/partnerships/psupartnership-council), a
process and criteria for
selecting or initiating future
university-wide strategic
partnerships will be defined
in 2014-15.

RSP has identified Innovation &
Entrepreneurship as a core platform of
the office of Strategic Partnerships,
established the Center for Innovation &
Entrepreneurship, and worked to more
closely link the Business Accelerator
with University research.
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1.1.2 Build-out strategic partnership frameworks,
including action plans in four key areas: 1)
Regional Economic Development (industry
clusters, entrepreneurship, innovation) (see also
Goal 1.2 below) 2) Urban Sustainability (built
environment and ecosystem services) 3) Urban
Sustainability (education and social services) 4)
Health and Life Sciences (OHSU and health care
providers)

Research &
Strategic
Partnerships
(RSP)

X

1.1.3 Form university-wide interdisciplinary task
forces for each strategic partnership and establish
communication and evaluation processes to
publicize and measure the success of the
partnerships

Research &
Strategic
Partnerships
(RSP)

X

GOAL 1.2: Given continued high unemployment
and other economic challenges in the Portland
metropolitan area, place particular emphasis on
working with regional stakeholders to develop and
implement strategic initiatives that will promote
regional economic development.

Research &
Strategic
Partnerships
(RSP)

X

Research &
1.2.1 Expand collaboration with PDC, TriMet,
Strategic
Greater Portland, Inc. and other organizations
Partnerships
involved in regional economic development policy
(RSP)

1.2.2 Develop and implement strategic research
partnerships with PGE, Intel, CH2M-HILL and other
businesses/industries identified as target growth
industries, or economic development clusters, by
PDC. These include clean-tech/sustainable
industries, active wear, software and advanced
manufacturing

Research &
Strategic
Partnerships
(RSP)

The Partnership Council will
also help whith this.

The Partnership Council will
provide oversight for this
work. Publicizing and
measuring the success of the
partnerships will be
coordinated through SP and
tracked on the new SP
website.
SP's Erin Flynn has been
appointed by the Governor
to Chair the Oregon Business
Development Commission.
This will make it easier for
her to expand PSU's
involvement in regional
economic development
policy.

X

This work is ongoing and
represented in the newly
completed Economic
Development Snapshot
(http://www.pdx.
edu/partnerships/economicdevelopment-snapshot).

X

This work is ongoing and
progress is tracked here:
http://www.pdx.
edu/partnerships/regionalindustry-clusters-0

1) Performed inventory of Economic
Development work across PSU,
Established CIE, working with SBA and
CECS deans and faculty on a strategic
plan for Innovation & Entrepreneurship
activities.
2) Worked with ISS on an assessment of
faculty expertise and university assets
in Urban Sustainability
3) RSP now leading Research into
Practice component of Cradle2Career
4) See 1.3.1 below for Health and Life
Sciences/OHSU partnership
PGE and OHSU taskforces are ongoing,
Human Services taskforce launched in
2014, three faculty workgroups for
Cradle2Career, and formed CIE and
Urban Mobility workgroups

Quarterly meetings with the PDC
continue, Jon Fink on Greater Portland
Inc. board, Erin Flynn working with GPI
on export strategy, regional EcDev
agenda
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1.2.3 Secure approval by city and county
Government
government of an Urban Renewal District centered Relations
around PSU
(GR)

X

1.2.4 Work with stakeholders to improve policies Finance &
and procedures for engaging minority, women and Administration
emerging small businesses
(FADM)

GOAL 1.3: Enhance PSU’s collaborations with
OHSU, community hospitals and health and
bioscience businesses/organizations to foster
economic development, improve efficiencies and
improve health status in the metropolitan area and
throughout Oregon

Lead =
Research &
Strategic
Partnerships
(RSP) SubLead =
Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)

1.3.1 Continue to implement OHSU-PSU Strategic
Alliance with particular near-term focus on
establishment of a collaborative School of Public
Health and completion of the Life Sciences
Building (requires additional resources)

Lead =
Research &
Strategic
Partnerships
(RSP) SubLead =
Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)

X

X

This was completed but had
to be modified when Charlie
Hales became the new
mayor. As of 2014, most of
the financial benefits of the
URA have been promised to
PSU on an excellerated
timeline in exchange for our
not contending the Mayor's
decision to relocate the URA.
52 contracts worth $8.4
Million dollars were awarded
to MWESB firms in 2014.
Although this only includes
expenditures on construction
contracts, it represents 12.4
percent of PSU expenditures
this year and is a significant
increase over the past five
years.

Implement equity in
public contracting
policy to ensure
continued MWESB
participation - Monica

Launched Aging initiative in conjunction
with Intel and the City of Portland,
produced case statement, convened
PSU Deans, proposed to OHSU as key
collaboration opportunity,
Hold regular meetings with research
admin staff at OHSU to streamline
subcontracting relationship between
the institutions.

X

The current focus of this
work is primarily located in
joint efforts to accredit a new
School of Public Health

X

- 3 Ph.D.'s approved for SPH,
and - Advertised for SPH
Interim Director; Plans
completed to teach classes
in FY 15 Fall quarter in the
Life Sciences Building:
Hire SPH Interim Dean. CLSB now completed and operational.
Biology & Chemistry
combined will teach 6
lecture courses and 8
laboratory courses consisting
of 108 separate lab sections
in CLSB.
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X

Partnering with Oregon Bio
Assoc and OTRADI in
development of new
bioscience incubator at
South Waterfront. All six
bioscience labs at PSU
Business Accelerator are
currently occupied by area
biotech and clean tech start
ups, with demand for more.

Finance &
Administration
(FADM)

X

This work is ongoing, but
completed for the
Exploring potential
administrative processes and safety collaboration practices that effect the
Monica
operation of the CLSB.

1.3.4 Increase joint recruiting of strategic faculty
members

Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)

X

Have created options for
mid-senior faculty hires.

1.3.5 Assemble funding to support research
collaborations involving OHSU and PSU faculty

Research &
Strategic
Partnerships
(RSP)

1.3.2 Leverage bioscience capacity at the PSU
Business Accelerator and other such facilities

Research &
Strategic
Partnerships
(RSP)

1.3.3 Continue coordination of OHSU and PSU
administrative processes and procedures

1.3.6 Explore joint degree programs across the
two universities

Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)

Areas of current cooperation identified
as well as opportunities for future
collaboration-Rimai

Change to: "Facilitiate collaboration
between PSU and OHSU faculty."

X

X

Please see comment.

Plans for the joint
School of Public Health
will continue and
include the move of
No additional joint degree
the OMPH and
programs have been formed. graduate programs in
Community Health &
Health Systems &
Policy to the new
School.

Priority/Theme 2: Improve Student Success: Ensure a student experience that results in higher graduation rates, retention, satisfaction, and engagement.

Given current climate, dedicated
funding for research collaborations is
extremely limited.
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GOAL 2.1: Develop and implement a five-year
strategic enrollment management plan that
supports the academic and fiscal goals of the
university

Enrollment
Management
and Student
Affairs (EMSA)

X

2.1.1 Develop a five-year Strategic Enrollment
Management (SEM) plan that supports the
academic and fiscal goals of the university

Enrollment
Management
and Student
Affairs (EMSA)

X

2.1.2 Create a new Department of Enrollment
Management and Student Affairs with a division of
Enrollment Management that includes the current
offices of Admissions, Records, Registration,
Financial Aid, Scholarships, and Enrollment
Management Communication Technology

Enrollment
Management
and Student
Affairs (EMSA)

X

2.1.3 Hire a new Associate Vice President for
Enrollment Management

Enrollment
Management
and Student
Affairs (EMSA)

X

2.1.4 Establish an Enrollment Management
cabinet to inform and oversee the SEM plan

Enrollment
Management
and Student
Affairs (EMSA)

X

AVP for EM will continue to lead SEM annual
planning process and establish long term
goals.- Balzer

SEM Cabinet and
Workgroups established and
annual planning process
underway.- Balzer

New alignment area within
Enrollment Management and
Student Affairs led by Cindy
Skaruppa, AVP for EM. 100+
employees- Balzer

Cindy Skaruppa, AVP for EM

SEM Cabinet and working
groups established and
meeting on a regular basis.
In addition, the Weekly EM
(WEM) Group has been
established to monitor daily
enrollment and other EM
matters. - Balzer
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GOAL 2.2: Increase nonresident enrollment to
2,200 for international students and 4,325 for
domestic non-resident students by 2013

Enrollment
Management
and Student
Affairs (EMSA)

X

2166 Fall enrollment for
international

2.2.1 Significantly enhance targeted international
and out-of-state recruitment initiatives (requires
additional resources)

Enrollment
Management
and Student
Affairs (EMSA) and
OAA

X

Ongoing efforts. Continued
priority outreach to China,
Japan, Middle East,
Indonesia.

2.2.2 Increase strategic communication with
prospective non-resident students via new
Customer Relations Management System

Enrollment
Management
and Student
Affairs (EMSA)

2.2.3 Target remission awards and other
enrollment incentives to non-resident students

Enrollment
Management
and Student
Affairs (EMSA)

X

Ongoing expansion of CRM
throughout campus is
underway.

X

Centralized Remisssion
process established for
general recruitment
remissions. Remission data
analysis conducted by Noel
Levitz. ERMS
reccommendations deployed
to maximize enrollment and
tuititon revenue.

New targets need to be
set for these areas.
Involvement of Deans
and Graduate Studies
critical - 5 Year plan
to reach 3,000
Fall 2013 International enrollment
International studetns
2166. Total NR Enrollment 5586.
(10% of student
population). Goal of
PSU in top 50 US
institutions for hosting
international students Reynolds

CRM expansion funded
and enterprise services
deployed to schools
and colleges
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X

Multiple new articulated
partnerships in China
established. First cohort of
150+ students enrolled in a
2+2 program between PSU
and Changchun University of
Technology. Expansion of
efforts to other countires.
Notably Vietnam, Brazil and
Turkey. Presidential trip to
Turket arranged for April
2014

Establish an office of
academic partnerships
to initiate, and
maintain these
partnerships

Establish program to
program articulation
agreeements with
Oregon and OS CC's

2.2.4 Establish additional 2+2 educational
agreements with overseas partners in China

Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)
and EMSA

2.2.5 Establish new co-admission and transfer
agreements with out-of-state community college
partners

Lead =
Enrollment
Management
and Student
Affairs (EMSA)
Sub-Lead =
Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)

X

New partnerships
established, goal is ongoing.
Resources materials for
faculty established to
enhance program to
program articulation.
Resigned Co-admission
agreements with PCC, Mt
Hood, Clackamas

2.2.6 Pilot use of international agents

Enrollment
Management
and Student
Affairs (EMSA) and
OAA

X

Ongoing. No cost and
providing small results. Reynolds

GOAL 2.3: Increase retention rate for first-time,
full-time freshmen to 75 percent by 2013

Enrollment
Management
and Student
Affairs (EMSA)

X

Enrollment
2.3.1 Complete implementation of math
Management
placement testing and tighten enforcement of pre- and Student
requisite requirements
Affairs (EMSA)

X

Kevin--New partnerships established;
goal is ongoing. Will also look at other
regions that make sense for
partnerships. Need to fund and hire a
Director (reallocation)

Retention rate almost 74%. Began
tracking retention rates by
college/school

Math Placement
implemented. (EMSA) Early
results: Stats 243 fall term
w/out ALEKS DFW= 28.6%,
Stats 243 winter term w/
ALEKS DFW= 14.2%
Next step: require placement
prior to Orientation
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2.3.2 Reduce DWF rate by redesigning two highenrollment and high-failure courses (requires
additional resources)

2.3.3 Implement prescriptive degree maps and
degree-map milestone tracking

Lead =
Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)
Sub-Lead =
Enrollment
Management
and Student
Affairs (EMSA)
Lead =
Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)
Sub-Lead =
Enrollment
Management
and Student
Affairs (EMSA)

2.3.4 Implement Phase II of advising initiative
(requires additional resources)

Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)
and EMSA

2.3.5 Implement enhanced peer mentoring and
academic coaching activities throughout campus

Lead =
Enrollment
Management
and Student
Affairs (EMSA) SubLead =
Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)

X

Five courses under
development. Provost
Challenge project: http:
//www.pdx.edu/oai/provostschallenge-projects-47

X

Review all student
success and IT
Degree Maps implemented
platform needs and
for all UG programs. Degreeassess if and when
map milestone tracking (IT
milestone tracking
Project) on hold.
should be
implemented.
Review current
advising practices, FTE
dedicated to advising,
Need to determine next steps and role
technology platforms
of OAA
and org. structure to
improve advising
effectiveness.

X

X

Identify high impact
courses for redesign
using student success
analytics.

Mentor Task Force Report
complete. Alignment of
student mentoring type
activities throughout campus
underway. (Jackie) Need to
clarify OAA's role. (Sona)
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2.3.6 Implement student financial literacy
programs and intervention initiatives for student
experiencing financial difficulties

Lead =
Enrollment
Management
and Student
Affairs (EMSA) SubLead =
Finance &
Administration
(FADM)

X

Goal 2.4: Expand and improve assessment
activities in line with best practices to improve
student learning and meet accreditation
expectations

Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)

X

2.4.1 Hire 1.0 FTE Assessment Associate into CAE
(requires additional resources)

Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)

X

Assessment Associate hired.

2.4.2 OIRP, IAC and writing faculty consultants to
develop and pilot a product to assess junior and
senior writing samples

Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)

X

Newly hired Assessment
Associate will be working on
this.

2.4.3 Ensure each department has defined unitlevel outcomes and increase the number of
departments collecting program level assessment
data on at least one learning outcome

Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)

X

Literacy program launched
at New Student Orientation.
Retention position
established in BAO.
Additional outreach needed.

Learning outcomes for all UG
programs publically
available. Review of PSU's
assessment practices
conducted by nationally
known scholar.

Launch payment plans
for students to allow
for better financial
planning -Monica

Institutional
Assessment Council to
develop and
recommend
sustainable
assessment practices.
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2.4.4 Establish a process and goals for assessing
graduate programs

Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)

2.4.5 Institutional Assessment Council to
implement CWLO communication plan (requires
additional resources)

Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)

Goal 2.5: Increase campus engagement and
satisfaction for students

2.5.1 Increase communications to students via
new CRM, social media and My First Quarter
website

Lead =
Enrollment
Management
and Student
Affairs (EMSA) SubLead =
University
Communications
(UC)
Lead =
Enrollment
Management
and Student
Affairs (EMSA) SubLead =
University
Communications
(UC)

X

X

Pilot process was
implemented. Program
review process
recommended by Faculty
Senate 3/3/14.

X

Institutional Assessment
Council developing
Build web presence
communication strategy and based on IAC
details of effective web
recommendation.
presence.

Ongoing work will continue

Implement new
process
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2.5.2 Expand living and learning communities
within on-campus housing and explore feasibility
of increasing the amount of on-campus housing
(requires additional resources)

2.5.3 Conduct a feasibility study for a new or
upgraded Student Union

2.5.4 Expand student activities and co-curricular
opportunities

Lead =
Enrollment
Management
and Student
Affairs (EMSA) SubLead =
Finance &
Administration
(FADM)
Lead =
Finance &
Administration
(FADM)
Sub-Lead =
Enrollment
Management
and Student
Affairs (EMSA)
Lead =
Enrollment
Management
and Student
Affairs (EMSA) SubLead =
Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)

Enrollment
Management
2.5.5 Enhance peer-to-peer mentoring activities to
and Student
maximise impact on student success
Affairs (EMSA)

Two studies are currently
being conducted where new
housing is being considered:
(1) Development strategies
for the Univ. Place site which
could include PSU owned or
affiliated housing, and (2)
Honor's Program planning
study where a new mixeduse building that includes
housing is being considered
as an option - Monica
FADM, EMSA and student
government are assessing
funding source mix options
for a new or upgraded
student union which could
lead to another feasibility
study based on feasible
funding scenarios. Update
lead unit: FADM & EMSA
should be co-leads - Monica

X

X

X

Additional clubs funded by
SFC, additional leadership
positions added in
Publications, ASPSU and
Cultural Centers. Viking
Resouce Center and Services
for Students with Children
added additional student
engagement opportunities

X

Draft recommendations have
been presented.

Grow Honors Program
and determine
feasibility of opening
it's own facility.
Determine feasibility
for housing at
University Place site Monica

Determine feasibility of
new student union
based on funding
possibilities and
student appetite for
additional fees Monica

Task Force established. Co-lead by
EMSA (Michele Toppe) and UNST (Dana
Lundell)
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2.5.6 Systematically provide academic progress
data to the units to encourage data-driven
curricular planning and early and appropriate
student success interventions (requires additional
resources)

x

EAB's Student Success
Consortium analytics under
deployment for all UG
programs at PSU

2.5.7 Conduct study of graduate student advising Lead =
(requires additional resources)
Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)
Sub-Lead =
Enrollment
Management
and Student
Affairs (EMSA)

x

Office of Graduate Studies
has worked with the
graduate programs over the
past year to improve their
graduate handbooks, for
example, and we have
implemented retention and
completion activities.

Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)

x

Goal 2.6: Produce graduates who can succeed
and be leaders in a global community

2.6.1 Expand opportunities for culture and
language learning across the curriculum

Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)

Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)

x

1. Use of Student
Success Consortium
tool by all (100%) UG
programs. 2. Enhance
curricular planning tool
to ensure adequate
capacity in required
and critical courses.

- Begin to make it
possible to earn a
certificate or a minor in
international studies in
a high percentage of
Discussion started in earnest
PSU degrees. This
at the 2013 Winter
information would
Symposium on
feature prominently on
Internationalization.
the OAA and OAI
Internationalization Council
websites. - Increase
now charged with creating
the number of
an approach (such as use of
international faculty
minor or certificate) to build
and student
this deliberately into our
population; they both
curriculum
will contribute to
instruction in the
classes that make up
the minor/certificate.
(by 2016)
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2.6.2 Prepare all students as globally responsible
citizens by providing opportunities for global and
intercultural engagement

Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)

2.6.3 Enhance university IT systems to allow
Finance &
expanded and more rapid communication between
Administration
PSU students and communities and students
(FADM)
worldwide (requires additional resources)

x

Education Abroad has hired
a full-time Short-term
Faculty Led Program
director; this is the fastest
growing segment of study
abroad for us. see goals for
2014-15. Increase in
number of international
students (2500 by 2015) is
on target (we just broke
2000 last year).

X

Complete: addition of
Google Apps and Talsima
CRM for specific targeted
communications with
students, launch of mobile
app.

A) Complete a detailed
analysis of current self
study abroad options
and offerings.
Determine 1)
approaches that might
increase overall
participation while
containing the coast to
the indivudal student,
2) better curricular
integration of study
abroad, and 3) use of
virtual
internationalization.
B) Generate learninig
objective for classes
that could be given a
globalization (or simlar
attribute). Use these
classes to contribute to
a minor or certificate in
globalization (see
above).
The CRM tool is
currently widely used
by many departments
across campus, but a
new project is now
underway to expand
the CRM use to be
enterprise wide Monica

Priority/Theme 3: Achieve Global Excellence: Distinguish the institution nationally and internationally through the accomplishments of its faculty, the reputation of its academic and research programs and the preparation of
its students for a diverse and global economy.
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Goal 3.1: Expand innovative research and
graduate education by leveraging connections
between local application and global relevance

3.1.1 Inventory existing examples of links between
metropolitan Portland-based applications and
global relevance to further define these
connections and identify what works

Research &
Strategic
Partnerships
(RSP) and
Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)

Research &
Strategic
Partnerships
(RSP)

X

X

OGS /RSP agreed to a
division of remissions from
the OGS remissions fund
(OGS, 1/3; RSP, 2/3 of that
fund). We continue to work
with RSP to look for ways to
increase the amount of
remissions available to
GRAs, but a further increase
would require an increase in
the total graduate
remissions funding, which is
not feasible at this time
given the budget and
graduate enrollment.

Please See Comment

Beginning FY15,
remissions allocations
to the colleges for Grad
Teaching Assistants
will be adjusted
annually based on
enrollment, not past
expenditures as was
the practice for many
years.

Change to " Document examples of
new links between metropolitan
Portland-based applications and global
relevance to further define connections
and identify what works". Examples
incl: "Sweet Sense" technology /
collaboration with local manufacturing
capability and potential for
hydroacoustic technology application to
sustainable fisheries in Africa. - Jon
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3.1.2 Provide the infrastructure and research
administration support necessary for all researchactive faculty to find research opportunities,
submit proposals, and manage research projects
efficiently and effectively (requires additional
resources)

Research &
Strategic
Partnerships
(RSP)

X

3.1.3 Identify and invest in new faculty lines,
laboratories, and other facilities in research areas
that build on current strengths, represent areas
where PSU enjoys a strategic advantage and are in
disciplines where future opportunities are likely
(requires additional resources)

Research &
Strategic
Partnerships
(RSP) and
Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)

X

We are in the process of
implementing
recommendations from
several consultants' reports
to streamline research
administration, increase
efficiency, and allow for
growth with minimal
additional resources invested
in administration. Hired
Director of Research
Integrity to ensure
compliance with regulations
on federally funded research
activities. Expanded
departmental research
adminstration support in
CLAS to support PIs in
applying for and conducting
research. With additional
funding we would expand
the CLAS research support
model to other colleges. We
continue to return 2% of F&A
to PIs as a PI Incentive and
have developed a policy to
allocate F&A returns to
colleges and co-PIs on multiinvestigator, multi-college
projects that is proportional
to effort on the project.
Working with Deans to
provide startup support for
faculty in Chem, Elec Eng.,
and Computer Science.
Invested in research
laboratories in
Communications, Chem,
Anthro, ESM, and CEMN and
built a vivarium to support
research on animals on
campus. (Jon) (...Kevin?)

Possible Metric: To
have one unit of the
Electronic Research
Administration (ERA) in
use by next year and
the full packet
implemented within
the next four years.
Possible Metric:
Continue targeted
service work with CLAS
researchers
and expand
“harmonization” efforts –
more consistency of
centralized training
of research support
staff - in other
colleges.

RSP wishes to discuss
strategies for hiring
more research faculty
on soft money. (Jon)
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Research &
3.1.4 Increase opportunities for undergraduate
Strategic
students to become involved in research (requires
Partnerships
additional resources)
(RSP)

3.1.5 Continue to clarify roles and responsibilities
of Research and Strategic Partnerships (RSP) in
relationship to the rest of the university

Research &
Strategic
Partnerships
(RSP)

Goal 3.2: Establish PSU as a recognized regional
resource for globally relevant research, practice,
and education in sustainability

Research &
Strategic
Partnerships
(RSP) and
Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)

3.2.1 Enhance PSU’s reputation as a leader in
sustainability by inventorying and publicizing
current examples of globally relevant research,
practice, and education in sustainability

Research &
Strategic
Partnerships
(RSP) and
Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)

X

Continue to sponsor awards
for Annual Undergraduate
Research Conference.
Continue working with PSU
and OHSU faculty to place
undergrad researchers in
OHSU labs.
Shifted ISS to report to VP
RSP to better coordinate
mission of RSP/ISS, moving
Faculty Enhancement Grant
program to Provosts office to
work more closely with
Faculty Senate, working with
University Advancement and
Foundation on clarifying
roles and definitions around
Gifts vs. Grants.

X

Successfully managed leadership
change in ISS.

X

X

Asset maps of core research
areas (urban sustainability,
ecosystem services, social
determinants of health) have
been developed or are being
developed, with ongoing
updating. ISS launched enewsletter and revamped
website. Currently working
on a shared communication
strategy with FADM and
other sustainability units on
campus. Prioritizing
conferences and other
venues to focus our travel
support strategically to
enhance profile.
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3.2.2 Develop a strategic plan that clarifies roles
and relationships of ISS, OAA, FADM and RSP and
supports and encourages sustainable policies and
practices for campus operations

Research &
Strategic
Partnerships
(RSP) and
Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)
and Finance
&
Administration
(FADM)

X

3.2.3 Support development and enhancement of
teaching sustainability across the curriculum

Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)

3.2.4 Increase the regional and national visibility
of PSU’s role in sustainability research by
participating in development of the Oregon
Sustainability Center

Research &
Strategic
Partnerships
(RSP) and
Government
Relations
(GR)

?

Goal 3.3: Establish an environment at PSU that is
welcoming, inclusive and diverse

Global
Diversity &
Inclusion
(GDI)

X

X

RSP should update and the
Playbook that ISS developed
will likely be what is
highlighted. Update lead
unit: RSP should be lead and
OAA and FADM should be
sub-leads - Monica

Standards subcommittee of the
Capital Advisory
Committee is creating
more sustainable
practices for campus
facilities and
operations - Monica

Curricular: Provost's
Challenge projects 63, 67,
92, and 110 address
sustainability.

Provost's Challenge
initiative on this topic:
ISS coordinating effort
to strengthen
currciualr offerings in
UNST and targeted
majors/minors and to
more powerfully
connect curricular and
co-curricualr programs.
Advisory and Career
Services, study aborad,
etc.

With the failure of the OSC,
this goal should be struck
from the plan.

OSC has been tabled but PSU continues
to explore how to make the PSU
campus a living laboratory for
sustainable practice and continues to
engage with community partners to
advance the regional economic
development framework (Greenprnt).
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3.3.1 Complete and implement Diversity Action
Plan (requires additional resources)

Global
Diversity &
Inclusion
(GDI)

X

X

The first report on the
progress of the DAP has
been issued: http://www.
pdx.edu/diversity/sites/www.
pdx.edu.diversity/files/DAP%
20Progress%20Report%
20FINAL.pdf

3.3.2 Prioritize and begin implementing the
initiatives of the “Strategy for Comprehensive
Internationalization 2012-2020”

Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)

X

A complete detailed analysis
of current self study abroad
options and offerings has
been started. This analysis
will determine 1) approaches
that might increase overall
participation while
containing the cost to the
indivudal student, 2) better
curricular integration of
study abroad, and 3) use of
virtual internationalization.
We also need to generate
learninig objectives for
classes that could be given a
globalization (or simlar
attribute). Use these
classes to contribute to a
minor or certificate in
globalization. - Reynolds

3.3.3 Increase opportunities and incentives for
faculty and staff to become involved in teaching,
community-engagement and research in other
countries and with under-represented
communities in the US (requires additional
resources)

Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)

X

New director hired for study
abroad

Continue
the evolution of the
Diversity Action Plan
and implement
recommendations

The first comprehensive draft of the
DAP was completed in February 2012.
This will be an on-going working
document that the Diversity Leadership
Team (DLT) and their respective
committtees must continue updating.
The DLT has been charged to revise
their designated sections of the DAP for
fall 2012, to create the next draft. Also,
DLT working in communication across
campus for implementation processes.
DLT and GDI to organize progress
reports of DAP throughout the year (i.e.
Faculty Celebration, MLK week,
Convocation, Diversity Awards, etc)

Goals for study abroad are covered
above (see Goal 3.3.2).
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3.3.4 Increase opportunities for faculty, staff and
students from other countries to spend time at
PSU (requires additional resources)

Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)

Global
3.3.5 Develop and implement mandatory
Diversity &
multicultural training for faculty and staff (requires
Inclusion
additional resources)
(GDI)

3.3.6 Implement Year Two objectives of Exito
initiative

Lead =
Global
Diversity &
Inclusion
(GDI) SubLead =
Enrollment
Management
and Student
Affairs (EMSA)

Goal 3.4: Recruit and retain cross-culturally
sophisticated faculty, staff and students

Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)
and Global
Diversity &
Inclusion
(GDI)

X

X

X

X

X

X

IVP (International visiting
professors) program
refocused on academic year.
Created a temporary position
of AVP of Academic
Partnerships to create and
articulate more opportunities
for student to come to PSU.
75% of the workforce
completed the training. GDI
and HR will work with
managers to ensure 100%
compliance. New employees
must complete during the
on-boarding process.
However, training should be
ongoing and encompass
different sorts of learning
tools.
Increase Equal Access
Scholarhips funds and
recipients. New partnerships
with Latino Network,
Adelante Mujeres, Consul of
Mexico, Hispanic Chamber,
and other Hispanic
organizations. Recruitment
and retention of Latino
students increased by appxo
25% from the previous year.
With the award of one-time
funds and the Diversity
Incentive Funds, and more
outreach to search
committees and deans, we
remedied some
underutilization of minority
faculty. More to do. We were
able to affect 22 faculty from
different racial and ethnic
backgrounds this year.

Increase international
students by around
On track to meet the interim goal of
100 as part of a 5 year 2500 international students by 2015.
plan to reach 3000.

Assure
100% compliance
through HR’s new
Onboarding program
and identify new
learning
tools. (GDI)

Request
assistance from
University
Advancement to
increase # of equal
access
scholarships. (GDI)

Request
additional funds for
Diversity Incentive
Fund Awards (GDI)
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3.4.1 Develop a plan for strategic recruitment
locally, nationally and internationally designed to
increase diversity among faculty, staff and
students (requires additional resources)

3.4.2 Develop and market a distinctive global
identity for Portland State University built on the
university’s international assets, its unique
urban location and its global aspirations (requires
additional resources)

3.4.3 Include respect for diversity as an essential
element in job descriptions and annual evaluations
for all employees and leadership in promoting
diversity within their unit and university-wide for
all managers

Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)
and
Enrollment
Management
and Student
Affairs (EMSA)
University
Communications
(UC) and
Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)
and Global
Diversity &
Inclusion
(GDI)

Global
Diversity &
Inclusion
(GDI)

x

Numerous workshops for
faculty and chairs on the
topic. PSU is now a member
of the Higher Edcuation
Recruitment Consortium.

x

Work with UComm to reach
Branding and Marketing
goals (GDI)

All job descriptions and
announcements now have
diversity as a key
competency.

X

Continue monitoring
Diversity key
competencies - as
essential. This goal
will be assessed as
part of the discussion
of how best to
structure the Office of
International Affairs.
(OAA)

Priority/Theme 4: Enhance Educational Opportunity: Ease the transition and create more effective pathways for students to move from K-12 to higher education.

Goal 4.1: Work with community partners to create Office of
a seamless, efficient and effective educational
Academic
Affairs (OAA)
system from cradle to career

4.1.1 Enhance PSU leadership role in creating
Cradle to Career initiatives

Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)

x

x

Developing a proposal for
Eastern promise replication
grant with PCC Mt HOOD CC
and 12 school districts.

Great interest in PCC and Mt Hood for
Implement articulation
Transfer Student Articulation Degree
degree maps.
Maps.
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Office of
Academic
4.1.2 Work with faculty and community partners to Affairs (OAA)
identify strategic areas for research and
and
community engagement throughout the education Research &
continuum
Strategic
Partnerships
(RSP)
Enrollment
Management
and Student
Affairs 4.1.3 Pursue expansion of PSU’s enrollment and
(EMSA) and
recruitment strategies to strengthen and increase
Global
access for students from underrepresented and
Diversity &
historically marginalized populations (requires
Inclusion
additional resources)
(GDI) and
University
Communications
(UC)
4.1.4 Implement a S.T.E.M. initiative in partnership
with local school districts to enhance instruction
targeted to college and career readiness (requires
additional resources)
Lead =
Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)
Sub-Lead =
Research
and Strategic
Partnerships
(RSP)

4.1.5 Establish a PSU leadership role in creating a
seamless, efficient and effective system of
educator preparation and professional
development

Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)

x

X

x

x

Establishment of STEM
Council. Establishment of
Early Childhood Council.
Submitted Eastern Promise
Replication Grant.

X

Diversity enrollment
continues to increase, 2013
enrollment increases OIRP.
Expanded CC and
community organization
outreach via Ast Director for
Diversity Recruitment.
Established new partnerships
with SEI, Jefferson and PCC.

x

Recipient of STEM HUB
grant. The Portland Metro
STEM Partnership was
launched April 2012. The
PMSP has 30+ partners: 5
school districts, 3 higher
education, over 10
businesses and over 15
community STEM providers.
Implement the grant.
The STEM Collaboratory was
launch October 11, 2012.
Beginning in AY 2012-13 the
partnership engaged schools
from various districts in the
development of STEM
investment plans to
transform STEM learning and
teaching.

x

Started Portland Metro
Education Partnership.
Improved clinical
experiences through better
school/university
partnerships and coteaching.

Explore
effective nontraditional recruitment
methods and request
that admissions
implement these for
recruiting more diverse
students. (GDI)
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Goal 4.2: Expand and improve Portland State’s
online instruction and support to enhance
teaching, learning and access

Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)

4.2.1 Establish policy advisory structure for new
Center of Online Learning

Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)

X

4.2.2 Establish and communicate incentive
Office of
structure for faculty participation in online learning Academic
(requires additional resources)
Affairs (OAA)

X

Implemented as part of
Provost's Challenge Project

Office of
4.2.3 Establish course/program migration plan and
Academic
communicate to the campus community
Affairs (OAA)

X

Provost's Challenge
launched. Program design
process established by Office
of Academic Innovation

Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)

X

Office of Academic
Innovation given space in
Smith

x

Program design process
established. ADA draft
guidelines and
implementation plan
developed and under review
for implementation.

4.2.4 Identify location for long-term home for
Center of Online Learning

4.2.5 Establish Center policies related to course
evaluation, quality assurance, and compliance
requirements (ADA, U.S. Department of Education
out-of-state approval process, copyright)

Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)

x

x

OAI established. One stop
support for faculty under
development.

reTHINK Strategy:
Develop and
implement strategic
plan of online learning.

1. Implement a
proactive approach for
accessibility in existing
and new online
courses. 2. Clarify how
PSU provides faculty
support on copyright
issues to faculty.
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4.2.6 Establish and communicate online and
hybrid instruction targets and expand offerings in
both areas (requires additional resources)

Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)

Goal 4.3: Address financial challenges to maintain
and expand access

Finance &
Administration
(FADM)

4.3.1 Develop and implement tuition policies that
consider the impact on participation

Lead =
Finance &
Administration
(FADM) Sub
Lead =
Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)

4.3.2 Consistent with the tuition policy, create
tuition remission policies and allocate the
resources necessary to promote full participation
for students in the metropolitan region (requires
additional resources)

Finance &
Administration
(FADM)

4.3.3 Expand scholarships with a particular focus
on supporting students with financial need
(requires additional resources)

Finance &
Administration
(FADM) and
University
Advancement
(UA)

4.4: Examine the changing nature of course
delivery and degree credentialing

x

x

Online new and redesigned
course design targets
established. No plan to
establish distinct target for
hybrid courses.

x

New AVP Budget is
continuing long term budget
planning with a 5 year
horizon. - Rimai

x

Develop PSU specific
tuition policies
Student Budget Advisory
consistent with this
Committee evaluated tuition goal for
for prior and current year
implementation by PSU
Board of Trustees Monica

x

Strategic Enrollment
Management Group (EMSA)
to update

x

The Creating Futures
Scholarship Campaign has
raised $32.8 million to date.
This is 66 percent of the $50
million dollar target for this
campaign.

x

Provost's Challenge (#92) for
CPL and CBL being
implemented.

Develop three year
online and hybrid
program development
plan.

Strategic Enrollment
Management group
(SEM) to update and
drive- Monica

2014-15 tuition has been set with
information from a price sensitivity
study, feedback from students, and
unmet need concerns - Monica

Use of existing remission dollars is now
strategically done in EMSA. Ongoing
evaluation with FADM of appropriate
levels and available resources. Update
lead unit: EMSA should lead with FADM
as sub lead- Monica

Lead Unit

Example Objective A:A:A: Ensure 100%
participation in orientation for incoming freshman

Completed

Enrollment
Management
and Student
Affairs (EMSA)

In
Current Status as of
Not Started
Progress
4/2014

X

New Goals for
2014-15 Planning
Discussion

Comments & Name

Begin - Fall 2013

Priority/Theme 1: Provide Civic Leadership Through Partnerships: Lead as civic partner, deepen our engagement as a critical community asset, demonstrate leadership in regional innovation and serve as an anchor institution
in the Metro area.
Priority/Theme 2: Improve Student Success: Ensure a student experience that results in higher graduation rates, retention, satisfaction, and engagement.
Priority/Theme 3: Achieve Global Excellence: Distinguish the institution nationally and internationally through the accomplishments of its faculty, the reputation of its academic and research programs and the preparation of
its students for a diverse and global economy.
Priority/Theme 5: Expand Resources and Improve Effectiveness: Expand resources in each of the funding streams (state, private, business partnerships, research, and tuition), manage resources effectively, engage
employees, and match investments to strategic priorities.

Goal 5.1: Refine and begin to implement a new,
strategic budget model for the university

Finance &
Administration
(FADM)

5.1.1 Implement the Financial Futures Task Force
Finance &
recommendations, including establishment of a
Administration
committee to refine the budget model and develop
(FADM)
a process for phasing it in

5.1.2 Empower the Deans as effective
entrepreneurs within the new financial model

Finance &
Administration
(FADM) and
Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)

Is it clear in the new
budget model how
faculty research
productivity is
rewarded? (Jon)

x

The Performance Based Budget
Committee chaired by Sona Andrews
and Monica Rimai continues to meet.

Moving to PBB for FY 15 Monica

x

Moving to PBB for FY
15 and Developing
additional tools as
identified to support
this work - Monica

x

RCAT complete; RCAT
planner in use

5.1.3 Involve faculty senate and appropriate union Finance &
representatives in discussions of implications of
Administration
the new financial model
(FADM)

x

Using Faculty Senate Budget
Ongoing presentations
Committee for the
to Faculty Senate on
integration of the new model
PBB and RCAT- Monica
- Monica

Office of
Academic
5.1.4 Evaluate academic unit size and faculty mix
Affairs (OAA)
in context of student success, organization and
and Finance
administrative effectiveness, institutional research
&
mission and fiscal sustainability
Administration
(FADM)

x

Assist OAA with tools
Launched academic program
Update lead unit: OAA should be the
and analysis to support
prioritization process
lead unit - Monica
these efforts - Monica

Lead Unit
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in the Metro area.
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its students for a diverse and global economy.

5.1.5 Make academic and research strategies
explicit for each college as part of the deans'
annual performance evaluations.

Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)
and Finance
&
Administration
(FADM) and
Research &
Strategic
Partnerships
(RSP)

x

Goal 5.2: Foster curricular and administrative
efficiency and effectiveness

Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)

x

5.2.1 Develop strategies for increasing the number
Office of
of large lecture classes, where appropriate, and
Academic
decrease the number of low enrollment courses
Affairs (OAA)
(per minimum enrollment policy)

x

See comment

Develop strategies and
policies to complement
the PBB/RCAT tools
Specific strategies should come from
rather than be an
RSP and OAA - Monica
explicit part of models
- Monica

Enforcing the minimum
enrollment policy

5.2.2 Increase departmentally controlled and
general pool classroom availability by moving low
enrollment classes to non-primetime slots

Lead =
Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)
Sub-Lead =
Finance &
Administration
(FADM)

x

No progress made

5.2.3 Focus on expansion of hybrid and online
programs and improvement of the student
experience

Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)

x

Provost Challenge launched.
Strategic plan under
development.

Creation of an ad-hoc
subcommittee of the
Capital Advisory
Committee that
includes EMSA, OAA
and FADM - Monica

No progress has been made but could
be through an ad-hoc subcommittee of
the CAC that includes EMSA, OAA and
FADM. Update lead unit: EMSA should
be lead with OAA and FADM as subleads - Monica

Lead Unit
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in the Metro area.
Priority/Theme 2: Improve Student Success: Ensure a student experience that results in higher graduation rates, retention, satisfaction, and engagement.
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Goal 5.3: Position the institution to maximize
potential benefits of SB 242

5.3.1 Working collaboratively with OUS, review,
refine and rewrite policies and procedures
necessary to implement SB 242

Office of the
General
Counsel
(OGC) and
Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)
and Finance
&
Administration
(FADM)
Lead =
Office of the
General
Counsel
(OGC) SubLeads =
Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)
and Finance
&
Administration
(FADM)

5.3.2 Implement operational efficiencies enabled
by SB 242 on earliest possible time frame and
develop system to monitor and assess outcomes

Finance &
Administration
(FADM)

5.3.3 Explore potential for institutional board

Government
Relations
(GR)

x

x

x

The Policy Committee
continues to update
outdated policies and adopt
new policies both to take
advantage of SB 242 and as
a best practice - Monica

To take full advantage
of SB 242, FADM will
be working with policy
stakeholders and the
Policy Committee to
review and update
OARs and OUS policies
to meet PSU's specific
needs - Monica

X

Please remove (see notes)

Please remove (see
notes)

Institutional Board is
operative and assumes
authority for PSU on July 1,
2014

Please remove - it is yet to be
determined, but unlikely, that
operations efficiencies will be enabled
by SB 242 - Monica

Lead Unit
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Goal 5.4: Expand and upgrade campus facilities to Finance &
meet current and future demands in the most
Administration
(FADM)
cost-effective and sustainable manner possible

5.4.1 Establish Capital and Facilities Planning
Team

5.4.2 Initiate/complete existing major capital
projects including Life Sciences Collaborative
Building, College Station Housing, Oregon
Sustainability Center, and City Tower

5.4.3 Prioritize and complete deferred
maintenance funded by state

Finance &
Administration
(FADM)

Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)
and Finance
&
Administration
(FADM)

Finance &
Administration
(FADM)

Requires more participatory process.
Will be achieved through Capital and
Space Advisory Committee.- Rimai

x

x

x

x

Primary committee created is the
Capital Advisory Committee, and
subcommittees include: Academic and
Research Space, Student Space,
Deferred and Preventative
Maintenance, Space Allocation
Committee, and the Standards
Committee - Monica

x

Initial goal complete

Continue the work of
the Capital Advisory
Committee and five
subcommittees Monica

x

CLSB nearing completion
and scheduled for occupancy
July 2014. University Pointe
(previously called College
Station Housing) was
completed in fall 2012. OSC
was determined to no longer
be viable. The City is no
longer considering selling
the City Tower to PSU.
Update to lead unit: FADM
should be lead. Sub-lead
should be 'All' since all other
divisions, GR, UA, EMSA, RSP
and OAA assist in this effort Monica

Moving to the next
generation of capital
priorities: working with
Government Relations,
RSP and OAA on efforts
to pursue new Capital
Projects - XSB,
Neuberger Hall and
any others developed
through the new
capital planning
process - Monica

Initial goal complete

FADM with the assistance of the Capital
Advisory Committee and its
subcommittees have developed a
Continue to update,
comprehensive database for all known
prioritize and refine the
deferred maintenance on campus, has
database - Monica
prioritized the list and has allocated
state funds for this use to the highest
priority project - Monica

x

Lead Unit
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5.4.4 Develop 5-year, 10-year strategic capital
plans and strategic facilities management and
deferred maintenance plans

Lead =
Finance &
Administration
(FADM) Sublead = Office
of Academic
Affairs (OAA)

x

Goal 5.5: Secure philanthropic support for
strategic university priorities, including improved
student success, global excellence and enhanced
educational opportunity

University
Advancement
(UA)

x

5.5.1 Engage alumni in recruitment and advocacy
and to optimize support

University
Advancement
(UA)

5.5.2 Collaborate with RSP to increase strategic
partnerships and secure private grants to support
research

Lead =
University
Advancement
(UA) SubLead =
Research &
Strategic
Partnerships
(RSP)

x

5 and 10 year capital plans
were developed for OUS but
will need to be redone based
on input from the PSU Board
and HECC. Assessments
have been done by an
outside firm for the last
three years, and the
assessment along with a
comprehensive prioritized
database of deferred
maintenance are being used
in the management of
Facilities. Update to lead
unit: FADM should be lead.
Sub-lead should be 'All' Monica

x

UA meets regularly with
Deans and other VPs to
ensure that fundraising,
alumni engagement and
advocacy are strategic and
in line with the presidents
major themes. This an other
recruitment and advocacy
efforts with alumni and
others has helped generate
record philanthropic support
again this year.

x

A process is now in place to
ensure adequate
collaboration between UA
and RSP to maximise private
grants for research.

5 and 10 year Capital
Plans need to be revisited with input from
the Board. Continue
adding features and
reporting tools to the
AiM Database - Monica

University Advancement is now tracking
RSP private grants in ONE database.

Lead Unit
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5.5.3 Work with the campus community to identify University
barriers to success that can be mitigated by
Advancement
private gift support
(UA)

x

5.5.4 Work with colleges/units to identify
collaborative strategies to secure philanthropic
support for global excellence

University
Advancement
(UA)

x

Goal 5.6: Prepare for a major comprehensive
campaign and identify campaign priorities

University
Advancement
(UA)

x

Provosts and VPs have
established institution-wide
priorities for private gift
support. Active pursuit of
these resources continues
even as we prepare for the
merger of UA and the PSU
Foundation.

This work continues within
the context of the merger.

UA is working closing with Deans and
International Affairs to secure funding
for students' travel abroad, global
intiatives such as Islamic Finance and
the international student experience.
This is part of the Scholarship
Campaign.

Due to the merger and other
considerations, the "silent phase" of
the Campaign plan has been extended.

5.6.1 Analyze feasibility study results to address
University
deficiencies, decide when to embark on campaign Advancement
and create a campaign plan
(UA)

x

Feasibility studies have been
completed for 2014.

5.6.2 Conduct wealth screening

University
Advancement
(UA)

x

Wealth screenings have
been completed through FY
2015

5.6.3 Work with units across campus to identify
campaign priorities

University
Advancement
(UA) and
Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)

x

Campaign themes identified
and School/college priorities
have been determined.

Lead Unit
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5.6.4 Develop campaign materials and
communication plan

Lead =
University
Advancement
(UA) SubLead =
University
Communications
(UC)

5.6.5 Ensure that there are adequate resources
and campus-wide engagement for success, such
as space and staff (requires additional resources)

University
Advancement
(UA) and
Finance &
Administration
(FADM)

Goal 5.7: Raise visibility of and support for PSU
University
among the general public and policymakers at the Communications
(UC)
local, state and national levels

5.7.1 Develop and launch a strategically focused,
multimedia communications and marketing
campaign to promote PSU at local, state and
federal levels (requires additional resources)

University
Communications
(UC)

x

With the merger, it will now
be necessary to revisit the
campaign materials and
communication plan

x

Clarification needed (see
notes)

In July 2012, UA hired a Development
Marketing and Communications
Manager to implement a campaign
communications plan, provide counsel r
to UAas well as standardize all UA
communications,and working with
UCom, create strategic messages and
manage our publications.

Clarification needed
(see notes)

More clarification is needed on this item
in order to update it - Monica.
Additional resources have not been
identified for this goal. The timeline
has been extended to 2021. - Francoise

x

x

Since last year: Facebook
likes are up 26%
Flickr is up 136%
Twitter is up 44%
Vimeo is up 11%
Foursquare is up 200%
Youtube is up 98%

University Communication’s
multimedia and marketing campaign is
focused on three strategies: Impact,
Student Success and Excellence. All
three are designed to promote PSU
internally, regionally, at the state (and
to a lesser degree federal, due to a lack
of funds) levels. This year
implementation highlights include, but
are not limited to, the following:
• Hiring of a full time social media
manager who has aggressively
expanded our presence on
Facebook/Twitter/Flicker/Youtube and
has added a new information conduit:
PSU Chronicle.com
• We have doubled the number of
student bloggers sharing their PSU
experience on line.
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5.7.2 Build and activate grassroots outreach
network for PSU, working collaboratively with
University Advancement, the Alumni Association,
PSU Foundation, The Oregon Idea, etc.

University
Communications
(UC) and
University
Advancement
(UA)

x

So far UC has: developed
and begun distribution of a
Monthly Newsletter;
produced
PSU’s largest “Day at the
Capital” to date (and is
planning an even larger one
for 2015); begun to reach
out to PSU alumni who have
been elected to office and
assisted with the formation
of Alumni clubs in Salem and
Washington D.C. (Koreski,
Moller, Davis)
From UA: PSUAA is
buillding strong connections
to alumni and increasing
alumni participation by
building its alumni networks.
The Advocates program has
been re-energized and is
growing both in size and in
productivity. It has proven
particularly effective in
legislative advocacy
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5.7.3 Develop and implement a plan to increase
involvement of administrators, faculty, staff and
advocates on strategically important policy and
funding issues that affect the region, state and
nation

5.7.4 Work with local government officials and
business and civic leaders to build support for
PSU’s expansion plans, including establishment
of an URA around PSU

Lead =
University
Communications
(UC) SubLead =
University
Advancement
(UA)

Government
Relations
(GR)

Lead =
Government
Relations
5.7.5 Develop and implement a plan to increase
(GR) Subfederal agency contacts and relationships in areas Lead =
relevant to PSU’s focus areas
Research &
Strategic
Partnerships
(RSP)

X

x

x

So far UC has: begun
developing a Legislative
Advisory Committee with
Faculty membership;
identified a lead person in
each Academic and
Administrative area that will
work with GR as specific bills
come up in the Legislature
that impact their areas; a
convener series for forums,
debates and other
moderated events that
engage the public in
provocative discussion on
topics of importance to PSU
and our community Koreski,
Moller, Davis, Broderick)
for UA: Lois Davis is working
with Francoise Aylmer, VPUA and Alumni Relations to
increase engagement, size
and effectiveness of the
Advocates.
Although the URA was
approved during the Adams
administration, the Hales
administration decided to
reassess the URA in light of
its priorities. The outcome
has been to PSU's
advantage, bringing capital
support for the University
much sooner than expected,
if not in the same amounts.
(Koreski, Moller and Davis).
This work continues,
although gridlock in
Congress and reduced travel
funding has required GR to
focus its efforts on
maximising its contact and
relationship building with the
local offices of the federal
agencies.
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5.7.6 Build on current leadership in associations
(USU, APLU, AASCU, PNWER, etc.) to develop and
implement plan to engage PSU and strengthen our
visibility and credibility nationally

President's
Office (PO)
and
Government
Relations
(GR)

Goal 5.8: Increase faculty and staff support and
engagement to foster organizational success

Finance &
Administration
(FADM) and
Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)

5.8.1 Create an institution-wide committee to
assess and develop a plan to enhance employee
engagement at PSU

Finance &
Administration
(FADM)

x

x

GR continues to support
President Wiewel’s work
on national and international
boards. He currently serves
as Chair of the American
College and University
President’s Climate
Commitment (ACUPCC); and
on the Board of the Coalition
of Urban Serving Universities
(USU) and CEOs for Cities.
At the international level, he
is a Board Member of the
American Field Service –
Exchange Student Programs;
and a member of the
OrangeGoesGreen Advisory
Board – a sustainability effort
of the Dutch government
and the private sector.
(Koreski, Moller and Davis)

x

FADM created onboarding
program to engage and
inform new employees so
they are ready to work on
day one. This program will
continue to evolve through
2013.
With the reorganization of
HR the onboarding program
HR is now prepared to
improve the climate for
employees - Monica
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5.8.2 Develop a five-year plan for faculty and staff
compensation, professional development,
recognition and staffing ratios (requires additional
resources)

5.8.3 Develop and implement leadership
development and management and supervisory
training (requires additional resources)

Finance &
Administration
(FADM) and
Office of
Academic
Affairs (OAA)

Finance &
Administration
(FADM)

x

Faculty and classified staff
compensation is subject to
collective bargaining making
strategic planning around
compensation challenging.
Additional resources would
be necessary to implement a
comprehensive
compensation strategy for
employees - Monica

OAA (with participation
from HR) has created a
professional
development series for
Department Chairs and
as set forth below,
Human Resources is
developing a
supervisory training
series in 14-15 Monica

x

Human Resources recently
created a Training Specialist
position to focus on
leadership development and
supervisory training. HR did
not previously have any
position(s) focused on
development or training Monica

Develop a
comprehensive
supervisory training
program - Monica

